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COLLECTIVELY MOVING FORWARD
BY ZOE GRAHAM
During the first half of 2018 the State Support Team spent time reflecting, growing, and
establishing a progressive communication strategy to better serve educators. Our
mission is to build the capacity of local and related education agencies to engage in
systemic and sustainable improvement that impacts educational outcomes for
students. We’ve been reaching out to not only administrators and leadership but also
general educators to solicit their feedback and better understand their perception of
the State Support Team. Out of 470 participants represented in 13 School Districts
within Region 16, over 60% of participants stated they don’t use the website. Over 90%
of respondents preferred email communication directly from the State Support Team
regarding Professional Development opportunities. Listening to feedback, the SST has
commissioned several new communication initiatives for the second half of 2018.
We’re currently updating and refreshing our website to make it user-friendly, and
adding a simpler navigation and searchable information. We’re also updating our
communication touch-points by actively using Social Media.
This will be our last official Newsletter. We will be migrating the valuable research,
stories, news, and real-time updates to our social media channels, and to a new “Blog”
section of our website, www.sst16.org/.
Thank you for your feedback, responses, and passion for educating, from all the
consultants and staff at the State Support Team Region 16. We’re collectively
progressing towards building the capacity of our local and regional educators. Thank
you!
Please give us a follow! (Click the icons below to be taken to our social media pages)
Facebook: /sstregion16
Twitter: @sstregion16
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Erica’s motivation to excel at this job
resides in the fact that both her stepdaughter and nephew have disabilities. “I
desire a place where teachers and parents
can learn about what it means to have an
IEP, further their knowledge of IEPs,
expand their networking, and how they
can better serve our children,” she says.
Erica wants to help the team be the best
they can be, so she does whatever she can
to give them the support they need. She’s
excited to be a part of the team and be
able to do more tasks each and every day.
“SST 16 support staff is the greatest position
I’ve held. It gives me the opportunity to
learn, grow, and excel in my line of work,”
she says.

MEET OUR NEWEST
TEAM MEMBER
State Support Team Region 16 is please to
introduce Erica Ballard, our newest addition to
the team. Erica has taken over for Jo Ann Stack
and Julie Howell in the support staff position.
She joined the team in February of 2018. We
are very excited to have her join us.
Erica was born and raised in Phoenix, Arizona
and moved to Athens, Ohio in 2008. She has a
background in office management, assisting
with the daily operations of her husband’s
business. It is what she enjoys doing, so this
new position is perfect for her. She is a mother
of four children whom she adores. They like
being outside in nature, reading books
together, and just being a fun-loving family.
Erica, her husband and their children love
going on adventures to the park, to Strouds
Run State Park, to Columbus, to COSI, and to
the zoo. She loves cars, music, animals, and her
family.

Each team member loves their career and
will do what it takes to help teachers and
parents receive resources, trainings, and
the guidance they need. She says, “My
position allows me to assist others, which is
what I do best. My coworkers are the
greatest, and I appreciate the dedication
they have to the work that they do. SST 16
does a great job at providing a wide range
of trainings, and I love the fact that they
encompass everything from Pre-K to
adulthood.”
Erica says that she appreciates her time
here with the Team and that she looks
forward to having many years with them.
She is excited for the new adventures that
await her.
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HORN & WALTER
AWARD RECIPIENTS
BY MIKE EDWARDS
The Franklin B. Walter award is given to an
educator or team from each of the 16 State
Support Teams in Ohio who has made
extraordinary contributions to the education of
students with disabilities. This award is given in
honor of the late Franklin B. Walter,
Superintendent of Public Instruction from 1977
until 1991, a post held longer than any other
state superintendent in Ohio’s history. With
over 50 years of service as a teacher and
administrator, Dr. Walter’s leadership is evident
in many of Ohio’s quality educational
initiatives and programs. Among these is the
development of the nation’s first statewide
plan for children with disabilities.
This year we are proud to announce that the
State Support Team 16’s 2018 Franklin B.
Walter Outstanding Educator Award goes to
Alexander Local School District’s, Erin
Eckelberry. Erin teaches in the elementary low
incidence classroom. Mrs. Eckelberry was
recognized by her colleagues for her kindness,
selflessness, dedication, and communication
skills. Mrs. Eckelberry has the ability to unlock
hidden potential in her students others had
not seen. Mrs. Eckelberry serves in the school’s
Climate Committee and works as a liaison
between the committee and the PTO. Working
with the PTO Mrs. Eckelberry wrote a grant to
erect shade structures to provide cool spots for
students to enjoy on sunny days. This initiative
was particularly helpful for her students with
limited mobility. Mrs. Eckelberry will receive
an award at the luncheon on June 12, 2018 at
the Villa Milano in Columbus.

The R. A. Horn award is presented to one
exemplary special education student from
each of Ohio’s 16 State Support Team
regions. This award was established 25
years ago by the Ohio Department of
Education in honor of the late Dr.
Raymond A. Horn, Assistant
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Emeritus. This prestigious award
recognizes students’ remarkable
performance. Acknowledged as a national
leader in the field of special education, Dr.
Horn devoted more than 60 years of
service to improving the quality of life and
learning for students with disabilities. Dr.
Horn left behind a legacy and a challenge
to ensure that every student with a
disability be given the respect and the
opportunities to which they are entitled.
It is our privilege to announce the 2018
State Support Team 16’s student selected
for this year’s award is Gallia Academy
High School student, Jon Tyler Mullen.
Tyler has been on the honor roll numerous
times during his time at Gallia Academy.
He was a member of the varsity track team
and an honorary member of the varsity
baseball team. Tyler has received medals
in the Special Olympics in the 100 Meter
Dash and the Javelin. Tyler has performed
with the cheerleaders during halftime
shows at Varsity Basketball games. Tyler is
also a member of the Art club and was
selected to show paintings for the French
Art Colonies.
Congratulations!
Other nominees were: Jenny Norris,
Alexander Local School District, Addaville
Elementary Preschool Team: Brandon
Mitchem, Diana Bing, Sarash Blankenship,
Tricia Baer, Sabrina Childress. Also
nominated: Lenora Lockhart, Fort Frye
Local Schools, Starla Chenault. Wellston
City Schools, Tracey Groves, Trimble Local
Schools, Amy Carroll, Alexander Local
Schools, Kristen Ross, Vinton County
Schools.

Congratulations, Erin, on your well deserved
award, and thanks for all you do for the
students at Alexander Elementary School!
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THE FUTURE OF
STATE SUPPORT
TEAMS WITH EACH
CHILD=OUR FUTURE
BY HEATHER WOLFE
The final draft of the Ohio State Strategic
Plan for Education is set to be released soon.
Many educators provided input and
feedback in an effort to make the Plan
reflective of the needs of Ohio’s children and
educators. Once the final draft is released,
districts may want to examine the Plan in
relation to their own district and building
plans. State Support Teams can assist with
this work. Speaking of State Support Teams,
how does the work of SSTs relate to Ohio’s
State Strategic Plan?
In regard to the Early Learning and School
Readiness Workgroup recommendations, all
SSTs will continue to advocate the
importance of early learning and literacy,
with a greater emphasis on literacy and the
connections to upper grades. As well, SSTs
will support early childhood educators with
enhancements to the Kindergarten
Readiness Assessment.
SSTs have less work related to the Standards,
Assessment and Accountability Workgroup
recommendations. For the most part, SSTs
will have knowledge of the work but will not
offer trainings related to the work. Most
support within these recommendations will
be provided from the Ohio Department of
Education (ODE), Educational Service
Centers (ESCs) and local curriculum experts.
However, this is with the exception of SocialEmotional Learning (SEL). At this point,
SST16 has provided SEL support many times
in collaboration or consultation with the
Collaborative for Academic, Social, and
Emotional Learning (CASEL). CASEL is also
involved in the current development of
Ohio’s Grades 4- 12 SEL standards.

Through PBIS, SSTs will provide supports
for many of the recommendations of the
Student Supports, School Climate and
Culture Workgroup. With an emphasis on
meeting the needs of the whole child, SSTs
work with districts on their Ohio
Improvement Process (OIP) culture/climate
goals. SST16 has also assisted both ODE
and local districts to collaborate on
developing partnerships that address the
non-academic needs of students. Once
hired, ODE’s new rural liaison will work
within SST16 to guide districts in our rural
focus of meeting the needs of the whole
child.
The High School Success and
Postsecondary Connections Workgroup
recommendations relate to SSTs support
of district and building plans as well as to
postsecondary transition for students with
disabilities. This work will continue as it
has in the past.
Because of the OIP emphasis on
supporting the work of educators, we will
continue to support the identified
recommendations from the Excellent
Educators and Instructional Strategies
Workgroup. Much of our work in the
coming year will consist of administrative
support. SST16 will work with the district
administration and the principals to
implement their district and building
plans and to grow their educators.
For more information about Ohio’s State
Strategic Plan and how it relates to the
work of educators in your district and/or
building, go to ODE’s website and search
Strategic Pan:
http://education.ohio.gov/About/OhiosStrategic-Plan-for-Education.
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HOW ARE DISTRICTS
EQUIPPING
PARAPROFESSIONALS?
BY LISA SCHENKELBERG

SUMMER READING
LOSS
BY ALLY TREW
Sweet summertime is coming, have you
planned ahead? Addressing summer
reading loss by providing access to books is
crucial. Unfortunately, research shows that
summer school programs and giving out
books isn’t good enough and may not stop
regressing from happening. Instead,
students need to be able to choose the
books they want to read. “Children who are
at risk for summer reading loss may need
help to ensure that they read the books
they’re given and that they do so in ways
that are likely to build decoding skills,
fluency, and comprehension” (Kim & White,
2011). Many elementary schools in our region
are addressing this by implementing a
summer reading program. The details of
each of these vary, but most of them provide
a weekly place to exchange their books
while doing some type of center activities.
Children are encouraged to come every
week and are rewarded for doing so. If doing
so helps just a handful of students to not
experience the “summer slide” it’s all worth
it!

As teacher roles become more complex and
demanding, expectations and roles of
paraeducators are increasingly evolving.
Introduced into classrooms nearly 50 years ago,
“teacher aides” (a.k.a. paraprofessionals) provided
clerical services and routine monitoring and
maintenance of learning environments. Today
paraprofessionals are an integral part of the
instructional team, directly impacting student
outcomes. As a result of this role expansion, para
professional learning has become a focus of
concern. In the past, professional development
has focused mainly on teachers and
administrators. Federal legislation, through
ESSA, has included paraprofessionals as part of
service provider team, and therefore, professional
development will need to include team building,
shared leadership, effective communication, and
problem solving in addition to the PD paras say
they need (instructional support strategies,
effective classroom and behavior management).
How are districts planning and preparing for this
task? This past year, some districts in our region
partnered with the SST and OPEPP (Ohio
Partnership for Excellence in the Preparation of
Paraprofessionals with the University of
Cincinnati) to assess the needs of their district
regarding the utilization of and professional
development for their paraeducators. District
teams worked closely with OPEPP and SST
consultants to determine paras’ needs and
establish a PD plan for the 2018-19 school year.
This is the first step in recognizing the scope of
paras’ responsibilities and exhibiting
acknowledgement and respect for their
contribution to student success.
Frequently assigned the most demanding
students while being the least professionally
prepared, paraeducators have many challenges.
Albeit more numerous than one short article
allows, some of these challenges include the
need for more clearly defined roles, increased
funding, high quality training which addresses
the needs of their job assignment, and
recognition of their intrinsic value as members of
the team. How is your district planning to meet
these needs?
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UNIVERSAL DESIGN
FOR LEARNING
OPPORTUNITIES
NEXT YEAR
LISA SCHENKELBERG
NANCY RUTH
2018-2019 promises to be an exciting new
chapter for SST 16, as we plan for providing
our districts with the newest and most
exciting ways to approach teacher
instruction in the classroom! One of these
approaches is Universal Design for Learning
(UDL), which is a way to provide meaningful,
relevant and engaging instruction while
addressing learner variability and barriers to
learning.
During 2017-2018, we have developed and
presented several levels of UDL workshops,
with a very positive response. We are now
working to improve and add to these
offerings during the new school year.
For anyone interested in UDL, as well as
districts who have chosen UDL as one of
their Influences on the Decision Framework,
we have a 3-part series which will be
presented in the Fall Semester and repeated
during the Spring Semester.
The first training in the series, “UDL 101:
Designing Instruction for Inclusive
Classrooms”, will introduce participants to
the UDL framework and begin a deeper dive
into the first level (Access) of the framework
itself. Participants will become familiar with
the UDL framework and will go back to
classrooms with a planned pilot lesson,
ready to try out strategies presented and
discussed during the day.

The final workshop in the series, UDL 103,
will include a deeper investigation of the
overall structure of UDL, collaboration with
colleagues and feedback on individual
experiences in UDL implementation within
participants’ setting, and developing a
support network to continue the work of
UDL. We will also address how to spread
this work among buildings and teachers in
the participating districts
This 3-part series is tentatively scheduled for
Tuesday, Sept. 25, Tuesday, Oct. 23 and
Tuesday, Nov. 13 at our Chauncey office
location. We also plan to offer the first
workshop in Marietta and at Rio Grande to
support those districts with greater travel
distances. The series will be repeated during
Second Semester, but no dates have been
set yet. College credit through Rio Grande
University will be available to those
interested, at the participant’s cost.
This series is also available to
districts/schools as in-district PD who have
chosen UDL as a major influence on their
district’s improvement work. If you are
interested, please contact Lisa and/or Nancy
to discuss and schedule your schools.
lisa.schenkelberg@sst16.org
nancy.ruth@sst16.org
We also plan to offer an additional separate
training focused on how Administration can
effectively support the UDL work being
piloted and implemented in districts and
schools.

The second session in the workshop series,
UDL 102, will include a review of the
framework and delve into the second and
third layers of the framework (Build and
Internalize), with participants brainstorming
lesson ideas with colleagues, exploring
resources and again returning home to
apply these new strategies.
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ANNOUNCING
SOUTHEAST OHIO
TRANSITION
COUNCIL (SOTC)
MALINDA JOHNSTON
The ODE website states that “In Ohio,
students with disabilities ages 14 or younger,
if appropriate, formally enter into the
secondary transition planning process. A
truly successful transition process is the
result of comprehensive planning that is
driven by the student’s preferences, interests,
needs, and strengths. This comprehensive
planning moves students toward successful
future outcomes in competitive, integrated
employment, education, and independent
living.”
Throughout this past year, Secondary
Transition services have seen an increased
focus for many districts in the region. SST16
has been privileged to be part of several
multi-agency teams working together to
create connections for students which will
improve the continuity of services after
graduation. Many districts have hosted
transition or job fairs where students could
make direct contact with potential
employers and service agencies. Thank you
to the districts who invited SST16 to be
involved in these activities. Please contact
the SST Transition Consultant if your district
is interested in support for multi-agency
teams and transition fairs.

In the next school year, SST16 will continue
to provide professional development
opportunities related to transition both
regionally and in districts. In addition, a
regional transition council will be
established (Southeast Ohio Transition
Council - SOTC) to promote evidencebased practices that aid students in
achieving their postsecondary goals for
education/training, competitive integrated
employment, and independent living
(Taxonomy for Transition Programming
2.0). Each district or school serving
transition age students is invited to have at
least one representative on the regional
council. In addition, any agency or
organization who provides services to
transition age students is encouraged to
have representation on the council. The
regional meetings will be scheduled
quarterly. During the SOTC meetings,
updates will be shared regarding
statewide initiatives, policies/procedures,
rules/regulations, and evidence-based
practices.Time will be schedule for
networking and collaboration focused on
improving post-school outcomes for
students. Sub-committees will be formed
for activities such as planning an annual
conference. Look for SOTC meeting dates
in August and feel free to contact
malinda.johnston@sst16.org if you have
questions or professional development
needs.
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REGIONAL SUPPORT
FROM THE STATE
LITERACY PLAN
-OHIO'S PLAN TO
RAISE LITERACY
ACHIEVEMENT
BY KIMBERLY MILLER
EARLY LITERACY
PILOT - 2017/2018
SCHOOL YEAR,
WELLSTON SCHOOLS
BY KIMBERLY MILLER
Congratulations to Wellston City Schools’
pre-K - 3rd teachers and administrators for
completing the Language Essentials for
Teachers of Reading and Spelling LETRS
professional development curriculum. The
last face-to-face session about writing with a
LETRS National Trainer was held on April 16,
17, and 18. The LETRS professional
development training “big takeaway” was
described best by district coach, Tammy
Smith. “Being a good teacher of reading and
writing happens over a lifetime and requires
us to be lifelong learners. LETRS has given
us a range of effective strategies and deeper
content knowledge that we can embed in
our literacy framework. It has given us the
opportunity to collaborate with each other
and make more informed decisions based
on our readers’ needs so that we are
providing high quality reading and writing
instruction.”

As this school year comes to an end, the
2018/2019 literacy professional
development in the region will build upon
the successes and strengths of the Early
Literacy Pilot as well as align to the State
Literacy Plan – Ohio’s Plan to Raise Literacy
Achievement. Professional development
at SST 16 will center on the five strands of
Ohio’s Theory of Action in literacy. The five
strands are: Shared Leadership, MTSS,
Teacher Capacity, Family Engagement
Partnership, and Community
Collaboration. These five strands, central
to professional development in the
upcoming school year, will facilitate the
region’s districts to build capacity so all
learners have access to high-quality
evidence-based instruction and
appropriate intervention.
Kim Miller, the Regional Literacy Specialist,
will expand literacy professional
development for the region’s districts
aligned to the State Literacy Plan. This
professional development will align to the
State Literacy Plan’s eight sections, while
taking into consideration the needs of the
region’s districts. Professional
development opportunities will be offered
at the Athens-Meigs Educational Service
Center and in the region’s school districts.
Be looking for these PD opportunities in
the SST 16 professional development
booklet and on the SST 16 social media
site.
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In addition, each member of the team will
take a deeper look inside their own
teaching practice as a result of the team
discussions, acknowledging their own
strengths and challenges. This
introspection is an essential part of
growing as a teacher. By building a strong
sense of trust within the team, the
members can provide positive support for
every member, drawing on each other’s
strengths.

COLLABORATIVE
TEAMING WORKS
BY NANCY RUTH
It seems like every day is filled with more
and more meetings! TBTs, BLTs, DLTs, focus
groups,etc. ….Where does it all end? Do you
ever wonder if there is a good reason for this
push “to meet”? Well, actually there IS! In
exploring the experiences of many
educational leaders, it is obvious that
“collaborative teaming” has many benefits
for the team members, and ultimately the
real winners are their students.
A collaborative team, such as a TBT, brings
educators who have a like purpose and set
of goals together. The reason for this is
obvious – this grouping helps everyone
involved see that they are not alone in
problems they have.
This collaborative team has the unique
quality of deeply understanding the topics of
concern since they are all focused on the
same educational work. Brainstorming
with a group of colleagues who already
understand the issues of concern, can result
in a more comprehensive set of ideas to
consider for improving instruction and thus,
supporting students more effectively.

Collaborative teams can also provide an
extra level of support for new educators
who need the assurance of more
experienced teachers. The team can
support new educators in a friendly way
and based on the real-life experiences of
those who have already “been there”!
Many collaborative teams are essential for
addressing major problems as well as
looking at the big picture. This is
especially true in our BLTs and DLTs. With
these collaborative teams, looking at the
concerns and needs of teams from
multiple perspectives is vital to
determining solutions that will benefit the
entire extended organization.
So, the next time you wonder if this
“collaborative team meeting” is really
necessary, think about the many benefits
of working with colleagues who share your
love and passion for what matters most:
Our Students!

By being part of a collaborative group, each
member feels they have the ability to
contribute and be a valuable part of the
conversation as well as the solution. The
team welcomes ideas from everyone, in an
attempt to find multiple new ways of doing
things that may benefit both teachers and
students.
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What if . . .
. . . in my classroom . . .
. . . ALL students were empowered?
. . . ALL students were engaged?
. . . ALL students experienced the magic
and thrill of learning again?
. . . ALL students learning needs were met?
. . . ALL students were engaged members
of a learning community?

WHAT IF...
BY LISA
SCHENKELBERG
What if . . .
. . . learning could be fun again?
. . . I could teach what the kids wanted to
learn about?
. . . the kids were excited and engaged?
. . . the state test was not the top priority?
This was a question asked to a group of
adult learners (a.k.a. teachers). At first, the
learners were timid, quiet, uncertain as to
what, and IF they should respond. “What if?”
Two simple words. But together, such
power. Impact. Potential. After what
seemed an eternity of silence, as learners
assessed the risk of responding, a strong,
resonated female voice broke the silence
with “. . . learning could be fun again?” Slowly
other hands raised, timidly at first, energy
building in the room, and then
conversations exploded with possibilities.
Excitement. Passion. Rejuvenation. It took
courage, and risk - to both ask the question
and answer it.

At a recent conference Joni Degner was
heard speaking about school culture and it
went something like this:
Culture drives everything we do. Traditional
classrooms are the culture we grew up in
which contributes to our conceptions of
education. The traditional paradigm is
part of our cultural conception of
education. It is deep rooted and takes
time to change. What is Cognitive
Dissonance? Cognitive Dissonance is when
your mind is blown. I’m about to blow
your mind. Engagement is a designer’s
job. When kids misbehave it’s easy to
blame the kids. That’s the mindset, the
culture of traditional education we come
from. I’m here to tell you, it’s not the kids.
All behavior is communication. The
misbehavior is the kids telling us - there
are barriers in the learning environment
that have not YET been removed. What
needs are not being met?
As the final days of the school year are
wrapping up, consider Joni’s thoughts. Ask
yourselves these questions: 1) Is there
truth to this? 2) If you decide yes, what are
you going to do about it? 3) Do you have
courage? Are you willing to take a risk? If
so, consider exploring options for
addressing the culture in your classroom.
In your school building. In your district. It
won’t be easy. It won’t be quick. It will be
hard work. But guaranteed, with
perseverance, open-mindedness, courage
to take risks and try new things, you WILL
see learning through a whole new lens.
It’s been an extraordinary year at SST 16.
Next year’s gonna blow your mind!
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~ What are the features of an effective
environment if this initiative “works”?
~ What systems support all initiatives?
Is there something that can be eliminated?
~ Is every initiatives essential to the desired
outcome?
~ What common professional development
needs to occur to align these initiatives?

ALIGNING BEHAVIOR
INITIATIVES UNDER
THE PBIS
FRAMEWORK
BY KATHY DAILEY
In today’s culture of school violence and
increasing levels of trauma it’s difficult for
schools to know where to place their focus
when it comes to making decisions about
school climate. It’s easy to be overwhelmed
by the volume of initiatives out there, such
as Trauma Informed Schools, Bullying
Prevention, Mental Health, Social Emotional
Learning, Restorative Justice, or various
“quick fix” packaged programs that we hope
will solve all our problems. What are schools
and districts to do? How do we choose?
While there is no simple answer, there are
some guidelines that can help when making
critical decisions about where to focus
attention and energy. First, alignment
should begin at the level of the organization
where common budget authority exists. In
some cases this is at the district level, at
others its at the building level. Regardless,
it’s essential that those in charge be very
clear about what they’re willing to invest in
financially to ensure sustainability and
understand how their decisions will affect
student outcomes.
Leadership should start by defining which
initiatives will be combined, identifying the
common features of each initiative, and
appointing a comprehensive team of
stakeholders with knowledge of the
initiatives and the authority to to ensure
alignment. Often this is a District Leadership
Team, but it could also be a Building
Leadership Team depending on where the
common budgeting authority exists. The
alignment team will examine the various
initiatives for common “core” features. Some
questions to consider might be:

When aligning initiatives, it is essential that
professional learning be coordinated together, not
separate. Teams must first know where they want
to go and then devise a formalized plan on how
they want to get there.
Next, effective alignment requires the selection of
a common framework and ONE common
outcome measure. The PBIS framework is ideal
for aligning behavior initiatives because it defines
the systems that need to be in place to make
data-based decisions. An example of an outcome
measure could be the Tiered Fidelity Inventory
(TFI), a self-assessment rubric that helps guide the
team in best practices for PBIS systems
implementation. The alignment team would
then determine how all other behavior initiatives
fit within the PBIS framework, resolve any logic
conflicts that might occur across the initiatives
(i.e., are any philosophies contradictory resulting
in “mixed messages”), and devise a master plan for
integrated implementation (see example).
Finally, teams need to understand that
sustainability is achieved through continual
monitoring and adjusting. Once again, the PBIS
Framework is ideal for long-term sustainability
because it focuses on a systematic team approach
for identifying common problems and developing
solutions to meet the needs of the school climate.
Sustainable teams need to be systematic in
identifying where and what the problems are and
devising a plan to address those problems. Then
implement, assess, and adapt. Always assume
you will need to adjust to get effective
implementation.
For more information on how to build sustainable
Multi-tiered Systems of Support please contact
Kathy Dailey, SST 16 Consultant, at
kathy.dailey@sst16.org.
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EARLY LEARNING
AND SCHOOL
READINESS: THE
POWER OF
PRESCHOOL AND
BEYOND
BY ANGIE GIBBS
It has been an exciting year in Early Learning
and School Readiness at SST16! Early
Childhood professionals from more than 28
local school districts, County Boards of DD,
Head Starts, private care providers and other
agencies that serve children from birth
through grade 3 participated in a variety of
Professional Learning opportunities. These
opportunities focused on engaging early
childhood professionals in meaningful and
relevant learning aimed towards building
teacher capacity and ultimately improving
social, emotional, physical and academic
outcomes for children in our region. Positive
Behavior Intervention and Support, Early
Learning Assessment, Kindergarten
Readiness Assessment, and Playful Literacy
were major areas of emphasis.
Early experiences matter. The first five years
of life are crucial for a child’s brain
development. High quality early childhood
programs, led by knowledgeable early
childhood professionals, help to build brain
connections, and in turn, build a solid
foundation for a child’s long-term academic
and life success. The Office of Early Learning
and School Readiness at SST16 is committed
to building the capacity and knowledgebase of early childhood professionals in our
region in an effort to ensure all children are
given the opportunity for successful school
and life experiences. ELSR will continue to
focus on professional learning that supports
the work of our region, the state and all
federal mandates that impact early learning
initiatives.
#ThePowerofPreschool
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